Abstract-Image analysis and recognition is being a contemporary domain for successful tries to apply complex networks as an instrument for thorough studies. Researchers noted that an image having traditionally converted into a network (i.e. taking into account Euclidean distance between pixels only) possesses nodes with similar number of admissible links and the concomitant graph demonstrates a regular topology. As a rule, pixel intensity difference is considered to escape regularity and reach complex property of the network. Contrary revealing more specific traits of an image current study proposes scale segmentation views -local, medium and globalfor an image to build a genuine complex network. Case study with two sample images manifests how the scales are connected with formation of a network topology.
INTRODUCTION
Since 1999 marked with enormous paper [1] , there has been a boomed interest in network research, with the span from the analysis of small systems to the consideration of massive intricate multi-domain compositions. The latter stimulate being described by complex networks in their exaggerated forms of interdependent [2, 3] , multiplex [4] [5] [6] , and combined structures [7] , and some with severely dynamic properties [8] .
One should emphasize that the role of network topology is of great importance as it stipulates functional specificities inherent to the system. Thus , dense structured social networks promotes conditions for rumor and infection spread , improper layout of railway station and tracks might enhance vulnerability and instability of transportation. [9] .
Remarkebly, it was shown by [10] that even cities from specific continents tend to have particular topological properties.
Dealing with topological characteristics the complex networks connect the structure and the functions of the represented entity. It should be noted that network science grew up as a new scientific domain with original and effective scopes and instruments to describe and model diverse sophisticated systems. Unlike traditional graph theory as a monodiscipline with its simple structures and intricate language; the topologies covered by network science usually spring from complex systems. Those are often on interdisciplinary base, comprising a huge number of elements and their relationships. Another language accent indicates such a difference between network science and graph theory.
As a network spirit is in the center of many anthropogenic, technogenic and natural systems experts from diverse domains have successfully used complex networks to model the complex effects in socio-economic [11] , ecological [12, 13.] , biomedical [ 14, 15] , information and communication [16, 17] , cognitive [18] , and technological spheres [19] .
II. RELATED WORKS
One might find out that several papers are devoted to conversion of diverse data into networks , for example [18, [20] [21] [22] . However, there have been so far few works which treat images as complex networks in problems of image analysis and recognition [23, 24] .
Usually an image is interpreted as a complex network wherein each pixel represents a node. Nodes are linked or not according to proximity of location and color intensity between two pixels. It was emphasized [25] that in such an approach each node has same number of links and the network presents a regular behavior. Naturally, a structure with regular topology cannot be considered as a complex network, and so it is problematic to extract any relevant property and perform comprehensive analysis of images. To accomplish a behavioral exploration of the network the authors [25] analyzed derived graphs. They called such analysis as δ transformations. In each transformation a threshold t in the set of edges within the network graph was defined , in order to select its subset , so that each edge of the subset has the weight less or equal to t. For the series of t= t 1 , t 2 ,…t n new subgraphs were constructed on the base of the initial graph. These were proposed to treat as the samples of the complex network.
The paper [26] elaborated a network model which analyzes documents within a multi-scale context . In the proposed model a mesoscopic representation of texts was considered, where a node represented a large context, e.g. a set of adjacent sentences or paragraphs. More specifically, in their approach each node corresponded to several subsequent paragraphs.
The work [27] was probably the first which proposed to group pixels into "superpixels". Now superpixel techniques are often used as preprocessing steps of diverse computer vision tasks to make optimal their calculation phases in image segmentation per se, object recognition , classification and tracking [28] .
In the paper [29] the authors implemented the technique of super pixels, to compress the cardinality of the set of network nodes. The work demonstrated that the technique gave good results both in accuracy and processing times on the examples of synthetic and real pictures.
In [30] an image was transformed into superpixel segments which included similar pixels and form compact regions.
III. METHODOLOGY
Close to the spirit of [31] image partition and pertinent 3 spatial scales are taken into consideration . The increasing spatial scales, as zoom-out levels, are categorized as local, proximal ( medium), and global ones. The meaning of those is following ( Fig 1) : Fig. 1 . Fugure 1 -L-, P-, and G-superpixels in the image ( those corresponds to green, blue and red borders respectively)
• Local -the space defined by a pixel itself ( Lsuperpixel );
• Proximal ( medium) -regions grouping several pixels -L-superpixels -within their neighborhoods and producing P-superpixels ;
• Global -further along the scale, a global region cover a much larger portion of the image square than a proximal region and grouping P-superpixels into G-superpixels.
To the spatial scales L, P, and G correspond specific links among the pixels respectively just to connected regions of given scale. But contrary to [29 ] and [ 31] , we utilize entity segmentation not to perform semantic labeling nor to reduce processing time but for adequate conversion of original images into complex networks.
For regular images, the classical Gestalt principles of grouping include proximity, similarity, common fate, good continuation, closure, symmetry, parallelism and are augmented by synchrony, common region, element and uniform connectedness) [ 32] In our pilot model, for partitioning image into superpixels we use simple grouping criteria with distance accent only and no concern to color intensity. The argument of this superpixel grouping is: pixels are not natural entities to follow any other criteria and these are merely the digital representation of images of given sizes and resolutions. Thus it is of sense to work with "superpixels' which bear not only local properties but those of medium and/or global . These preserve most of the specific traits at the scale of interest and in their links reflect natural processes of growing of network structures.
An image represents a bitmap, N•M, N and M are the numbers of rows and columns respectively. We assume that in the network to be constructed , the number of nodes is equal to the number of superpixels in the partitioned image I . I.e. we define a one-to-one correspondence between node v ci (i = 1, . .
. , n c ), V L ⊂V P ⊂ V G and superpixel s ci (i = 1, . . . , n c =N c •M c )
in pertinent category c= {L,P,G}.
For a given graph G = (V L , E) where each vertex in the set V is associated with an each node (superpixel in the image): vertices in V cover the image and the set E= E L U E P U E G represents the edges, associated with links between pairs of Lsuperpixels. Each pair of vertexes e cij (v ci , v cj ) that corresponds the superpixels (s ci ; s cj ), (i,j = 1, . . . , n c ; i ≠j ) of category с are connected through their "central" pixels or not connected by a link that depends on a proximity criteria with distance and color intensity components.
We followed [ 23, 24] to construct the components.
The spatial one is defined as Euclidean distance to assess deployment difference of two superpixels i and j as lattice nodes in 2-dimensional space:
To reflect gray-level intensity similarity between super pixels a color image is transformed into grey-level one in line with [23] : Y = 0.2126 · r + 0.7152 · g + 0.0722 · b
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Each superpixel of the original image comprises 8 bits of information that corresponds to 256 gray-level intensities.
To assign intensities to P-and G-superpixels averaging through all the inner superpixels is utilized:
We claim pixels-nodes per se ( , ) to be "central" in a P-superpixel and ( , ) to be "central" in a G-superpixel thus with intensity of former to fit average one of the latter: , if
, and otherwise.
Here T is a threshold value ; α, β > 0 are the parameters to balance contribution of intensity change and spatial distance to the criteria respectively. Connectivity ( degree) distribution N( к ) was taken as a principal assessment metric for the resulting network graphs. We also calculate average connectivity (degree) for the converted network ( graph):
, where k is a connectivity ( degree ) of vertex i , and average clustering coefficient:
, here m i is a number of links between closest neighbors of vertex i .
IV. INSTRUMENTS
A specialized image-network convertor in the Python programming language supported by Igraph package has been created for network-aimed analyzing of an image and concomitant rendering of the network structure. (The standard Igraph package envisages merely graph creation [ 33] .) Thus in addition to the standard Igraph functions, the convertor provides a possibility of formations of L-, P-, and Gsuperpixels. All values -proximity thresholds , meso-and macro-superpixel sizes are controlled parameters of the convertor. Creation of plots was carried out by means of the Matplotlib tool [34] .
V. FINDINGS

Case stydy
Two digital images have been taken to examine spatial scaled partition and conversion algorithm: The results show at which extent the converted networks are sensitive to the adjustable parameters.
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VI.
CONCLUSIONS
An approach to convert image data into genuine complex networks and further to assess topological properties of synthetic and real digital pictures has been proposed . This implies partition a multipixel image into 3 category levels which correspond to local, proximal , and global regions ( superpixels) and specific links among the pixels respectively to the connected regions.
Two probe pictures have been examined in line with rectangular superpixels to clarify how this new 3 spatial scale conversion into a complex network is growing and differ from that of traditional one. The results manifest sensitivity of final network structure to thresholds proximity of superpixels in distance and color intensity.
We suppose that global (macroscopic) and proximal (mesoscopic) views of a structured dataset , modeled as a network, will reveal more specific traits of the entity than a local-scale ( microscopic) one.
Some more steps to move forward with the new approach are envisaged such as sophisticated superpixel (non rectangular) segmentation [29] harmonized with scaledependent context and PCA application [25] for assessments of the complex networks.
